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OPERATIONAL UPDATES
Price increase
From Monday 1st October our prices are increasing to £25 per session, £20 for half day
(0800-1200)
Open day
We are organising an open day at PPDDC on Sat 29th Sept, 10-3pm
We would like to invite all of you to come and have a look around the facilities and see
all the new areas we now have - fitness suite and play gym, training field and a parkour
cross country course. We also want to remind you about what we do, and answer any
questions or queries you may have.
We will also be using this opportunity to promote some of the associate pet services
we have in our area, and will have refreshments for sale as well as various dog products
and paraphernalia for sale
Due to practical reasons, sadly the event will be a no dog policy - unless by prior
agreement
Puppy classes
Carols puppy classes are available at weekends from our safe PPDDC environment.
Her class numbers will be small to provide a positive experience and bases her training
on learning real life ready skills. Check her website for more info www.4pawsfun.com
or contact her directly on 07551 238724
Monthly best pictures
Don't forget, we post the most liked photos from our social media pages to the
Pawprints website so that you can all easily see the favourite pictures.
This is the link
http://www.pawprintsdogdaycare.com/gallery.html

Understanding the importance
of play
I read a really interesting article from Victoria Stillwell the other day about whether
domestic dogs are losing the ability to get along with each other. The general
consensus is that dogs are becoming more aggressive with each other because of
pet dogs increasingly being:
- Isolated
- Confined
- Lack of regular, frequent interaction with a variety of stable dogs of varying
ages
- Human ignorance of dog culture and social communication skills
- Expectations that all dogs must get along with each other.
Typically speaking pet dogs lead isolated lives preventing them from learning critical
social skills and body language. Some dogs becoming unruly or socially awkward,
some become bullies and others dangerous.
With dog to dog aggression becoming more common, our daycare service provides
so much more than just somewhere for your dog to be exercised and looked after on
your busy days.
Dog to dog play is a series of active and repetitive behaviours that have different
meanings when performed in different contexts, but also helps dogs develop
important life skills and experiences and promotes good physical and mental health.
Because play relies on the ability to read vocal and body signals, dogs that do not
have the opportunity to play are usually deficient when it comes to communicating,
identifying and responding accordingly to these signals.
Animal ethologist, Marc Bekoff writes in The Animal Manifesto: Six reasons for
expanding our compassion footprint:
“Animals at play are constantly working to understand and follow the rules to
communicate their intentions to play fairly. They fine tune their behaviour on the run,
carefully monitoring the behaviour of their play partners and paying close attention
to infractions of the agreed upon rules”.

So socialization is important, but it doesn't mean flooding your dog with all sorts of well
meaning but inappropriate experiences. Many dog owners misread the language of
dogs interacting with one another. Whether its incorrectly defining innocent play as
dangerous fighting or taking too lightly what is actually aggressive behaviour.
What is key is creating safe socialisation scenarios, never forcing interactions,
encouraging distance and time. We offer play groups that respect each other's size,
age and play style as well as having separate areas for shy or quiet dogs. We
encourage dogs to learn what other dogs are saying to each other, so that ultimately
dogs learn the following lessons:
- Be polite, it’s not ok to run up to another dogs face
- Avert your gaze in order to communicate friendly intentions
- Ask for permission to approach, investigate or play
- Boost confidence and individuality, learning how to to exist harmoniously within a
cohesive yet none related social group
Allowing our dogs to attend PPDDC helps create lives for them that are safe, happy and
productive. We are the facilitators of a good social education for your dog, and as your
dog advocates, we love and respect who each of them are, keep them safe and help
them learn how to navigate their way through both dog and humanville.

DOG OF THE MONTH
Our dog of them month goes to the beautiful Gizmo.
Rescued from Romania with her tail hacked off by a
machete, Gizmo was a very scared girlie and was
pretty terrified of all new situations, people and dogs
becoming increasingly attached to her mummy and
displaying the beginning signs of separation anxiety.
Attending daycare with the purpose of building
confidence in new and unpredictable situations,
helping her learn to cope with stress and encouraging
her to become a happy individual without the need for
her much loved and trusted mummy.
It was a tough goal and we had a rough start, her early sessions involved a lot of barking and
howling but session by session she grew in confidence. She then made a couple of friends which
further helped her confidence and slowly she learnt to relax. The calmer she became the more
she was able to interact with both us and the other dogs. She still has a way to go, but it’s been
amazing progress and we are so proud to have helped this lovely girlie find her feet in this world
after such a horrible start.

NAUGHTY DOG OF THE MONTH
The naughty dog of the month accolade goes to Rufus.
Rufus had injured his leg and was on restrictive exercise and so we agreed to let him attend
daycare but that we would let him be in the floatie group, rather than with his usual playmates.
Rufus however was very disappointed to not be joining his
friends and so spend the morning devising cunning ways of
displaying his annoyance with us.
Mondo had come into daycare that day with his lunch in his
foodbowl rather than in a tupperware box. Rufus picked up
the smell…..those scenting games have taught him to use
his nose very well…….and he quickly zeroed in on the prize.
As soon as our attention was elsewhere, he carefully pulled
the tray from the rack, quietly opened the plastic bag that
the foodbowl was in and managed to nibble his way
through all of Mondo's food! Poor Mondo had a hungry day
that day, whilse Rufus had a nice afternoon lazing on a
settee with a very full belly!

